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The Malaspina Regatta Is Coming up!
Registration July 3 ~ Regatta & BBQ July 4 ~ In harbour race July 5
~ Club Events in March ~
Pub Meeting March 14 around 3:00 at the Grasshopper
Video Night March 25, 5:30 at the Leigion

Plus, Racing Every Weekend!!!

This year’s

Race/Cruises are proposed for...

Secret Cove in mid May, organized by Claus.
Van Anda in early August, organized by Ron.
Egmont in early September, organized by someone else.
A show of hands as to who is interested in
attending any or all of these events would be appreciated.

We had 3 races in February. Seems that poor weather has kept some of our fleet tied to
their docks. We did get 7 boats out for 2 of the races and a hardy 5 keeners for the 3rd.
In the last 2 races we actually had a little wind! ....at least for part of the race. With the
weather slowly improving we hope to see a few more boats on the start line!

Winter Series Standings ~ Top 5 ~ February Results

Chiquita - Ron Badley - 146.7
Peregrine - David Twentyman - 134.6
Infidel - Dale Kerfoot - 115.0
Frendy - Charlie Park - 107.7
Imagine - Alain Catteau - 102.3
Check us out on Facebook

Chiquita - Ron Badley - 42.5
Frendy - Charlie Park - 37.4
Peregrine - David Twentyman - 25.1
Imagine - Alain Catteau - 21.7
Pretender - Claus Sjogren - 13.3

Where the racing is fun!
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Approaching a mark with current running
There is usually some current in the harbour somewhere. It’s not always obvious and it definitely
changes location depending on the ebb/flow situation. Sailing past some bouys, trap markers and
docks before the race starts will give an indication of current direction and strength. Also, in light
winds, anchored boats will give a clue because they will point into the current. Current can be
used to advantage and it can also send boats in the wrong direction.
wind

current

Lets say we have a start line between the black boat and the mast of Aloha 3, our usual start line.
There is a bit of an outflow wind from Garden Bay. There's also a knot of current running out of Oyster Bay
with the falling tide. David has kindly set a mark up near Oyster Bay. The course is called with a windward
start and the first mark is a port rounding of the Oyster Bay tetrahedron.
As the diagram shows, there are two ways to approach the mark as our boats zig-zag up the course. As we
get close to the mark we can either head upstream or across the current depending on the zig and the zag.
The green boat is heading across the current and has the complication of it being very difficult to judge
how much it will get swept downstream by the outgoing tide before reaching the mark. The green boat has a
good chance of coming in below the mark or even hitting it on the way around. The red boat is heading at the
mark by sailing upstream, into the current. This makes it much easier to round the mark without any issues
as the red boat isn’t being swept sideways.
In terms of progress towards the mark, both boats are essentially in the same amount of current, heading
for the same point and being effected by the current the same amount. In this case there is no disadvantage
to the red boat sailing into the current as the mark needs to be rounded no matter what. But, it’s much easier
for the red boat to round the mark without incident caused by current.
~ see you out there ~

Check us out on Facebook
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Skipper’s Profile

By Brad Lowell
Sailing has long been my affliction
but I have not always been such a keen
racer. I thought for a long time I would
be happiest simply exploring the
coastline. That now has changed….
Fortunately for our family while I
was growing up there was a cottage in
Muskoka where we spent the summer
each year, mostly messing about in
boats. I was more interested in those
early years with fishing so spent a lot of
time on the water in canoes and
rowboats chasing bass. The up side was
a growing ease with boats and being on
the water …. Or, sometimes, in it!
While still quite young, my father
developed an interest in learning to sail
and built an 18 foot, hard chined,
Lightning class sailboat on which we all
learned the rudiments of sailing. I spent
a lot of time adjusting the jib (my job as
eldest son). However, the rest of the
racing fleet on this lake were Albacores
and though we tried a few times to join
in the regular Saturday races…there
was no way to adjust our times. All
rather frustrating (it would appear
whining about handicaps is genetic).
We spent most of our time sailing for
the fun of sailing.
As a father and son project when I
turned 12 we spent a winter building a
half size replica of the Lightning which
became the real learning platform for

Check us out on Facebook

myself and my brother. It was a
beautiful little boat and though we still
had no proper sailing lessons we each
developed the “feel" for wind and a
tiller that only comes with hours on the
water.
After moving away from home for
school, first jobs and family, the
opportunities for sailing became fewer.
I was able to feed my addiction with a
windsurfer and infrequent cruise-andlearn courses followed with the odd
charter in the Gulf Islands. Still, the
urge to sail far away was percolating
and all my reading for pleasure and
daydreams seemed to revolve around
ocean passages.
Finally, in my last year before
retiring I purchased my dream boat in
Seattle. A 42 foot cutter rigged sloop
designed by Ted Brewer and custom
built in 1991 of aluminum. The hull
was welded up in Vancouver and
finished in Seattle with Oregon cherry
below decks. I was the third owner of
this fine boat and sailed “Hraefn" (Raven
in old english) along the coast after
retirement getting up to 50 nights a
summer on board. My wife and I enjoyed
our years on this boat and made some
major upgrades.
However, the dream of long
distance cruising on Hraefn was not to
be realized and after an agonizing
struggle as to how and what to replace
her with I settled on my current boat:
the Raven Lunatic. The search for a
new boat took me to Hungary,
Sweden and finally Slovinia. After a
tour of the Seascape factory just
outside Ljubljana it was felt the
Seascape 27 best fitted our needs. Not
the comfort level of our previous boat
but with an enclosed head, holding
tank, sleeping for four, a fold out
table and a single burner stove we
could still spend several days on board
visiting our favouri te coastal
anchorages. And….it was a great deal
easier to handle and maintain. Oh…
and faster!
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The beauty of this boat was that it
could also be loaded into a 40 foot
container and shipped home. Raven
Lunatic became the first Seascape
imported into Canada. Now with a
more performance oriented vessel I
decided to upgrade my skill set and
made two trips to San Diego to attend
the J World performance sailing
school.
Coincidentally during this time, a
good friend of ours had purchased a
42 foot X Yacht in Denmark. Sue and
I joined him and his wife over the next
few years to sail this yacht from
Denmark through the North Sea to
Norway as far as Stavanger, then after
the boat was trucked to the eastern
Mediterranean, through the Greek
islands to Malta, Spain, North Africa,
Gibraltar, Morocco and the Canary
Islands. In the Canary Islands we
joined the 2017 ARC (Atlantic Rally
for Cruisers) and along with 200 other
boats sailed/raced to Cape Verde and
then to St Lucia. With a third place
finish in our division!
Other sailing opportunities have
seen me do a two handed delivery of a
42 foot sailboat from San Diego to
San Francisco. There is something
special about sailing under the Golden
Gate Bridge just as the sun is coming
up. There has also been a trip around
Vancouver Island in a 50 foot boat.
Plus travelling for sailing charters in
New Zealand, Belize (extremely
difficult navigation) and various
islands of the Caribbean.
Now another great adventure is at
hand this month with a sail around
Cape Horn, up the Strait of Magellan
and along the coast of Argentina as
far as Uruguay. Should be a most
interesting bucket list tick box!
My focus now is continuing to do
the races in Southern BC with Raven
Lunatic, all the while learning better
sail and boat handling, tactics and
working as a team….a never ending
education!
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Brad on Raven Lunatic
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Garden Bay Sailing Club Membership is Down!
N
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Time to sign up folks! Membership dues help out with the
costs to run our Regatta, keep our marks and anchors up to snuff, web site maintenance
and every now and then we make a generous donation to a local charity.
Membership is $20
Please contact David Twentyman ~ davidtwentyman@dccnet.com

More Newsletter Content Is Needed!
Have an idea or an article? Send it to badleybuiltboats@gmail.com
Check us out on Facebook
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